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Introduction
Impacted morselized bone allograft is thought to be remodeled to a great extent. We have previously shown that load-bearing increases the remodeling of impacted morselized bone allografts in a rabbit knee prosthesis model. Bone Morphogenic Proteins (BMPs) also stimulate bone formation and bone allograft remodeling. In this study, our aim was to determine whether it was possible to increase further the remodeling of impacted morselized bone allografts by combining load-bearing with a BMP.

Experiment
A solution of Osteogenic Protein-1 (OP-1, also called BMP-7) was added to freeze-dried bone allograft chips before impaction grafting in our rabbit knee prosthesis model. 23 skeletally mature rabbits received an uncemented tibial knee prosthetic component inserted into a bed of impacted morselized bone allograft. 12 rabbits were given OP-1-treated allograft (50 µg OP-1 per gram allograft), and 11 rabbits vehicle-treated allograft. Each rabbit received 0.53 g graft. The rabbits were killed after 3 or 6 weeks and the grafted region was examined by histomorphometric assessment of the volume fraction of newly formed bone and remaining graft.

Results and interpretation
We found that OP-1 did not increase the bone density (graft plus new bone) to any substantial extent. However, we can not exclude that this might be due to a carrier problem, since the OP-1 was added as a solution directly to the dry graft.
skeletally mature and a crossbreed between lop-eared and New Zealand white rabbits. They were kept in our animal facility for 1 week before starting the experiment. All animal handling was approved by the regional animal research ethics committee.

**Experimental design**

The rabbits received a unilateral uncemented proximal tibial joint replacement (Wang et al. 2000) with a long tapered stem, inserted into morselized and impacted bone allograft containing OP-1 or control solution. Every other rabbit was given control solution and the others OP-1. The first 12 operated rabbits were killed after 6 weeks and the following 12 after 3 weeks. In the 6-week group, 5 animals were excluded due to joint dislocation or infection, and in the 3-week group, 1 rabbit was excluded due to joint dislocation. These animals were replaced with new ones, to yield 11 rabbits in the 6-week group and 12 in the 3-week group.

**Bone grafts and implants**

The tibial prosthesis consisted of a titanium plate replacing the tibial surface and a 25 mm long, tapered, unpolished stem. The surface roughness was 0.079 microns for the articular surface and 0.232 microns for the stem. The articular surface is convex in the sagittal plane and tilted posteriorly (Figure 1). No cement was used.

Bone grafts were taken from rabbit metaphyseal bone in the proximal tibia and distal femur under aseptic conditions and kept at –35 °C for 6 months. These rabbits were outbred, and the grafts were pooled from several donor animals. The grafts were cut manually into bone fragments less than about 1.5 mm in diameter. They were freeze-dried and rehydrated with OP-1 or saline solution after thawing. The volume of solution was chosen to correspond to the weight loss of the graft during freeze-drying.

The OP-1 was a gift from Stryker Biotech (Hopkinton, MA, USA) and delivered as a 1.0-mg/mL solution. It was diluted to 0.25 mg/mL in a lactate buffer provided by the manufacturer, and added to the dry bone graft fragments before implantation. The OP-1 concentration achieved was calculated to be 50 µg OP-1 per gram rehydrated bone graft and the mean total amount of OP-1 was 26 µg in each rabbit.

**Surgical procedure**

The rabbits were anesthetized with intramuscular Hypnorm in a dose of 0.9 mg/kg and subcutaneous lidocaine 0.5 mL (20 mg/mL) locally. Streptocillin 0.1 mg/kg was given once on the day of operation. Buprenorphinum 0.015 mg/kg was given daily during the first 3 postoperative days to relieve pain.

Under aseptic conditions, a medial parapatellar incision was made and the patella was mobilized laterally. The anterior cruciate ligament was resected together with the menisci. The tibia was dislocated forwards, taking care not to injure the intra-articular portion of the anterior tibial tendon, which maintains the postoperative sagittal stability. The tibial articular surface was abraded over an area of 2 mm with a water-cooled electric reamer. A hole was made in the center of the tibial plateau and the bone marrow cavity was enlarged. All cancellous bone was removed. The cavity was irrigated with saline. A distal rubber plug, diameter 4.5 mm, was inserted into the marrow cavity to a depth of 25 mm. An impactor shaped like the prosthetic stem was used to compact the bone graft, which was placed in the tibial canal. The prosthesis was then introduced and hammered down to achieve additional compaction on the graft. The patella was reduced and the synovium and capsule were closed with 4-0 monofilament nylon. The skin was closed.
with continuous intracutaneous 4-0 monofilament nylon. The knees were checked daily the first week and the animals were killed in case of dislocation or other illness.

**Evaluation**

Lateral (Figure 2) and anterior radiographs were taken before the rabbits were killed with an overdose of pentobarbital sodium after 3 or 6 weeks. The tibiae were retrieved and the prostheses extracted. Using a water-cooled diamond-edged precision saw, we cut the bone perpendicularly to the long axis of the tibia at 2-mm intervals from proximal to distal (a total of 9 sections). Sections 2, 4, 6 and 8 were used for the histological preparations (Figure 3). They were fixed in 4% formalin, decalcified and embedded in paraffin, then cut with a microtome into 6-µm thick slide sections perpendicular to the long axis of the tibia and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (Figures 4 and 5). All histological slides were blinded and evaluated by one person (MT). The tissue surrounding the prosthesis was analyzed by histomorphometry, using a Merz grid at 4 × 12.5 magnification. In all sections, measurements were made of 3 square areas, each measuring 1.8 × 1.8 mm and bordering one of the three sides to the triangular stem void (Figure 3). All points superimposed on the endosteal compartment, excluding the cortices, were first counted. Then, points superimposed on new bone
or dead graft were counted and recorded as “bone points”. Points superimposed on nonosseous tissue were mainly in fibrotic scar tissue, since no normal fatty marrow is seen at these early times. The total number of bone points on the slide was divided by the total number of endosteal compartment points. Thus, if the stem had been placed in direct contact with a cortical side in a section, the mean was calculated from the remaining 2 sides. The mean of all 4 sections was then used to yield a final value for each animal. The histomorphometric measurements were repeated by a second person and the error of measurement between the two persons making the measurements was 8% units. To distinguish between dead graft and new bone, we used a higher magnification. Therefore, 0.9 × 0.9 mm squares at the three sides of the triangular-shaped stem void (Figure 3) were examined by point counting as above, using a magnification of 63 times. The number of points superimposed on new bone per section was recorded and divided by the total number of points, as described above. Bone having osteocytes with normal nuclei and osteoblastic activity at the surface was classified as new bone. Bone fragments with sharp irregular borders and empty lacunae were described as dead grafts. In many areas, this classification depended on a combined interpretation of fragment shape, matrix staining, presence of osteocytes and osteoblasts.

The thickness of the soft tissue membrane between the prosthesis and the graft/new bone was measured on all slides used for the histomorphometric analysis. We calculated the mean for each animal.

**Statistics**

Nonparametric statistics (Mann-Whitney) was used for significance testing and the calculation of confidence intervals.

**Results**

After 6 weeks a layer of fibrous tissue was seen with a mean thickness of 230 (SD 62) µm in the experimental group and 210 (SD 71) µm in the controls in all specimens at the interface between the prosthesis and bone. The thickness of the membrane never exceeded 500 µm. We found no significant differences in bone density (graft plus new bone) (Figure 6a). At 3 weeks, the control median was 47% and the OP-1 median was 46%. The nonparametric 95% confidence interval for the difference (OP-1 minus control) ranged from –19 to 8% units. Thus, the probability that OP-1 would increase the bone density by more than 8% units was less than 2.5%. At 6 weeks, the control median was 50% and the OP-1 median 41%, with the same
Confidence interval ranging from –27 to 2% units. The probability that OP-1 would increase the bone density by more than 2% units was less than 2.5%. Thus, we excluded that OP-1 increased the total amount of bone to any substantial extent in this model.

The percentage of the bone that seemed to be newly formed, as determined at higher magnification, was not significantly increased by OP-1 (Figure 6b). At 3 weeks, the control median was 6% and the OP-1 median 7%. The nonparametric 95% confidence interval for the difference (OP-1 minus control) ranged from –4 to 12% units. At 6 weeks, the control median was 12% and the OP-1 median 8%, with the same confidence interval ranging from –22 to 10% units. Thus, the amount of new bone was small, and OP-1 had caused no substantial increase.

**Discussion**

In an unloaded bone chamber in rats, the bone ingrowth at 6 weeks into densely impacted allografts was delayed by impaction, as compared to bone ingrowth into allografts that had not been impacted (Tägil and Aspenberg 1998). By adding OP-1 to the impacted bone grafts in the same unloaded chamber model, bone ingrowth increased dramatically (Tägil et al. 2000). In the present study, we tried a more clinically-oriented model, which had previously been successful in showing a positive effect of mechanical load on remodeling of impacted bone graft (Wang et al. 2000). However, we detected no positive effect of the OP-1 on bone remodeling after 3 and 6 weeks. We used an uncemented fixation of the prosthesis, which is not as stable as a cemented one. This caused micromotion and the formation of a thin layer of fibrous tissue at the interface. To minimize micromotion, we would have preferred cemented fixation, but the amount of graft would then have been too small because of the animal’s size. However, at retrieval, the prostheses were not clinically loose, the soft tissue membrane between the prostheses and the bone was similar in the two groups and the conditions, as regards stability, therefore the same in the two groups. The number of animals in the previous study, which compared load and absence of load (Wang et al. 2000), was sufficient to show a difference and the same sample size was chosen for this study. To evaluate the risk of a type two error by undersizing the experimental groups, we presented the final data as confidence intervals for the difference between the two groups. Large differences can be excluded, but the accuracy of the model and the histomorphometric analysis may not be sufficient to detect a small difference.

The amount of OP-1 protein in our study was chosen to correspond to one standard dose of OP-1 (one Novos device) for each femoral head graft. The OP-1 solution, however, was not added together with the commercially available collagen carrier with which it has been tested clinically. We can not exclude that the failure to detect an effect was related to an inferior carrier function of the allograft, but regard this as less likely, since BMPs seem to be effective not only with demineralized bone carriers, but also with various calcium phosphate carriers, including hydroxyapatite.

In structural bone allografts, new bone ingrowth is minimal (Enneking and Mindell 1991, Hooten et al. 1996, Hamadouche et al. 2002), and resorption can cause mechanical failure (Kwong et al. 1993). On the other hand, this does not seem to affect morselized and impacted allografts that seem radiographically largely remodeled into newly formed bone, with a thin cortical bone becoming gradually thicker (Gie et al. 1993, Nelissen et al. 1995). However, histological reports suggest that not all of the graft is remodeled (Nelissen et al. 1995, Buma et al. 1996, Ullmark and Linder 1998, Ullmark and Obrant 2002, van der Donk et al. 2002). Linder (2000), in a histological study of femurs from humans undergoing hip revision, found that what has been described as radiographic remodeling did not always correlate with the histological findings. Cortical healing and trabecular remodeling occurred to some extent, but the remaining bone allograft fragments were commonly surrounded by fibrous tissue with no newly formed bone.

This composite material of necrotic bone and new fibrous tissue apparently provides adequate load-bearing support for the prosthesis. Necrotic graft fragments in the fibrous stroma look like inert implants in a viable tissue, which do not cause an immune response (Linder 2000) and the fibrous
tissue armoring of the compacted unremodeled graft adds to its strength (Tägil and Aspenberg 2001). It has been speculated that it may be unnecessary for the graft to regenerate into normal bone to be able to function as a support for the prosthesis. Indeed, a total remodeling might even cause the prosthesis to loosen when the remodeling process reaches the bone-cement interface as it could then form a loosening membrane. Apart from stimulating bone formation (Touiri et al. 1991, Yasko et al. 1992, Bostrom et al. 1996), BMPs can also stimulate the osteoclast lineage (Kanatani et al. 1995, Kaneko et al. 2000). An acceleration of the remodeling might also speed up the resorption, with the risk of mechanical weakening of the construct and reloosening. In a series of hip revisions with morselized impacted allograft supplemented with OP-1, severe bone resorption was encountered in 2 of 10 cases with concomitant loss of the position of the prosthesis (Höstner et al. 2000). This raises concerns about speeding up the remodeling. In conclusion, BMPs should be used with care as adjuncts to bone grafts, because their effect seems unpredictable in this situation. The role of BMPs in hip revision surgery may be to serve as a promoter of bone formation in combination with an unresorbable graft materia—e.g., titanium particles or bone allografts pretreated with a bisphosphonate.
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